
Data breaches and cybersecurity

CMS’ market leading data breach experts help clients avoid and, when they 
occur, resolve cyber incidents swiftly and effectively, minimising the risk  
of potential losses, fines and reputational damage.

Our team has been providing cyber breach response services to clients for over a decade. We are experts at dealing with all 
aspects of a cyber breach, ranging from advising on the management and co-ordination of the breach response, to making 
notifications to the relevant regulatory bodies and advising on the public relations and data protection consequences. 

Our capability 

24/7 365 cyber breach coverage  
via our Emergency Response Hotline 

and Data Breach Assistant App

One of the few firms with the 
capacity to handle the end-to-end 
project management of a large 

scale breach, with access to 
international technology and  

public relations specialists

Over 400 cyber breaches  
handled internationally

Experience across all sectors advising 
a variety of organisations, from 

financial services clients to technology 
companies and from manufacturers 

and retailers to charities

Access to experts in 47 jurisdictions  
as part of our global breach  

response network

Expertise on every breach type 
ranging from business email 

compromise to ransomware and 
major extortion 



Further information, including a list of our offices, can be found at cms.law 
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For further information, please contact:

CMS is a firm with the scale and expertise to tackle cyber breaches from every angle. We can assist you with:

How can CMS help you?

Reputation management 
Protecting your business against 
the public relations consequences 
of a breach.

Emma Burnett 
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E emma.burnett@cms-cmno.com  

Cyber risk advisory  
Providing a comprehensive risk 
analysis and identifying mitigation 
action to ensure your business is 
best prepared for a variety of 
outcomes before a breach occurs.

Incident response  
Coordinating your immediate 
response to a breach, drawing  
on our network of IT and PR  
experts as well as advising you  
on the immediate legal  
implications of an incident.

Regulatory notifications 
Assisting with the prompt  
submission of notifications to  
relevant regulators to mitigate  
against further action.

Regulatory investigations 
When further investigation does result, 
our team maintains excellent relationships 
with regulators worldwide, helping you to 
align the regulatory landscape with your 
business and risk management strategy. 

Civil claims and follow-on damages 
Assisting in both bringing and 
defending any resulting civil 
claims following a cyber breach.
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